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MARTHA GANNON 

WISTFUL INTENTIONS 

If our time in the world is lost to us but 

for tnetnory, then the records we devise 

contain that threat of loss and an equal 

measure of yearning. Because the past 

is physically irretrievable, the memorial 

traces we leave behind us are at once 

famJiar and strangely distant, whatever 

form they tabe. This is the essential 

nature of Martha Gannon's Wistful 

Intentions. As if ret1ecting distorted 

fragments from a parallel universe, 

Gannon's sculptural worl.~s are mirror

lil.~e portals where evanescent perceptions 

collide with the physical world. ut~e 
memory itself, they compel the viewer to 

ask "Is this how it loobed? Did it really 

happen M~e that? Have I remembered 

correctly?" And who can answer such 

questions definitively, given the lapses and 

variations that distinguish one memory 

from another. Gannon's art lays bare the 

tension between the mind's struggle for 

accuracy and its ineluctable desire to 

construct a separate world of imagination. 

This franb aclmowledgement of the 

artist's subjective eye is Gannon's point 

of departure. Though she culls reminis

cent images from a childhoo(l on the 

Gulf Coast and in West Texas, Gannon's 

approach emphasizes the more universal 

subjectivity of the l1ltman consciousness, 

which operates in the physical world from 

the remove of memory. \'\lith a broad 

repertoire of materials, the artist expands 

this view of the separate mind to also 

suggest the many cultural forms human 

consciousness inhabits, such as architec

ture, the n1useun1 and popular cinetna. 

Paradoxically, the highly constructed 

worl-~s in Wistful Intentions are "meta

physical" in the most literal sense. 

They identify the artful (and artificial) 

gateways where mind and nature meet, 
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and the problems that result in that 

narrow juncture. 

In the Pinto Canyon Road an(l From 

Study Butte series, Gannon starts with 

photographic documentation of specific 

West Texas landscapes and subtly sbifts 

the frame of reference further and 

further away from nature. This results 

in radically altered West Texas friezes 

that, although recognizable, bear little 

relation to actual place. It's a place in 

the mind's eye, informed by emotion, 

memory and cultural marl.~ers. Digitally 

cropped aml stretche(l, the color images 

recall romantic, Cinemascope notions of 

the West- it's blue sl<y, bone-dry terrain 

and relentless horizontality. Printed on 

Duratrans and bacblit with fluorescent 

lighting, these manipulated images are 

presented in industrial strength boxes 

constructed from brightly colored 

anodized aluminum. Far from natural, 

these intensely synthetic objects mal<e 



passing reference to commerc ial s ignage 

and movie theater marquees, but their 

intent is t o push the mind/nature divide 

even further. 

Pressed wilclflowers are foregrounded in 

clusters across the front of each frieze. 

Native to a cooler, wetter climate, ·these 

preserved artifacts give a directional cast 

to the image, as if gazing West from a 

more hospitable, eastern vantage point. 

Lurbng among the actual flowers are 

blacb and white photographs of flowers 

and cacti which subtly upset this romantic 

idyll of nature, a contentio us point made 

even more piquant by the aluminum, 

fountain-lil~e troughs suspended below. 

Part stocl~ tank part suburban swimming 

pool, these gurgling sources of water hold 

a fluid potential for intervention, hut 

they do not touch the arid landscapes 

alxwe nor can they sustain them. It's a 

bittersweet metaphor for humanity's best 

intentions, which in these disturbing 

wod:.?s linb Jolm Ford's Hollywood myth 

ofthe West with Lady Bird Jolmson' s 

beautification projects. 

The three-piece series Access Road #3 

also contains specific references to nature, 

in this case the Gulf of Mexico viewetl 

from the Texas coast. Gannon J,egins 

with color pl10tographs of roiling surf 

and storm clouds, whicl1 she digitally 

stret ches into tall, slim vistas lit from 

behind. T his is the first of several meta

physical distortions that transform 

objective documentation into something 

entirely symbolic. Encased in s teel and 

just large enough to step through , the 

three worl~s activate an even stronger 

sensation of "portal': But, it's a narrow 

doorway, giving some access to the scene 

while also limiting it. The vignettes are 

more for peering than traveling, inviting 

the mind to move into them rather than 

the body. 

This close identification and human scale 

are figurative qualities, an impression 

made concrete by the ball-and-claw foot 

elements supporting the three panels. 

Cast in bronze from a human hand, 

these "feet" upend the worb into surreal 

handsprings and are counterpo ints to 

the images of forel,oding thunderbeads. 

Balancing on their hands, the three 

contemplative "figures" allude to tl1e 

Christian symboli sm of the artist's 

Catholic upbringing. Historically magi

cal, the number tluee is also potent in 

alchemy lore, as well as Jung' s tl1eories 

of psychological transformation. 

In additional works, Gannon evokes the 

honorific and play{~! aspects of human 

consciousness. Ramon, La L\!farg/1erita, 

Lila, and Sanprix display the mind's 

special ability to commemorate what it 

records. Constructed from zinc-plated 

steel, these four gentle arches contain 

photographs of c lo ucls from \Xfest and 

South Texas. These expa nsive settings 

are the bacl:.?drop for bronze casts of sage 

ancl seaweed, which are suspended in front 

of the images on curving, slender rods. 

The graceful pairings are harmonious, 

a promise of reconciliation between the 

natural environment and the human will 

that reflects it. Conversely, In a Mimde 

T/1ere is Time ... #2 is pure, playful obser

vation. The simple pleasures of color and 

form activate this photo-mosaic of t ropi 

cal fisb, set off by a field of lighted, blue 

tiles. Mounted \\rith metal pins and 

springs, the enti re wall installation is 

held together with a bounc ing t ension. 

This dynamism is what most characterizes 

Gannon's art. Her mastery of diverse 

materials, keen sense of environment, 

and a desire to plumb the intricacies of 

perception inform an eclectic practice that 

transcends genres. Her 1995 Museum 

Series employed this combinative zeal 

to create visual odes to famous cultural 

institutions. Photographs of museums, 

images of art masterworks, and natural 

objects are whimsically arranged in 

lighted, s teel triptychs. T hese architect

urally elaborate shadowboxes celebrate 

the innately human desire to archive, an 

act that focuses and isolates the mind 

from the surrounding environment. 

Such concerns suggest other artists 

who have similarly worked against 

arbitrary boundaries. From "odds ancl 

ends" and wooden boxes, Joseph Cornell's 

mid-century "constructions" gathered 

entire symbolic universes into the tiniest 

of domains. Cornell's extensive written 

correspondence witb Marcel Duchamp 

has noted the i.\Jnerican artist's affinity 

with the French surrealist 's mechanistic 

representations of human perception. 1 

Language and the mind further linb us 

to the preeminent Surrealist , Rene 

Magritte, whose perceptual tricks and 

interior skies bring us back to Gannon's 

arc l1es, doorways and imaginative 

panoramas. If memory can transcend 

time and space, then the artists' record 

may ultimately be the most reliable. 

]o/111 Ewing 

Sa11 Antonio, Texas 

A ugust, 2001 

1 Collected and documented in the 1999 

exhibition "Joseph Cornell/Marcel Duchamp .... 

in resonance" and accompanying catalogue; 

The Mcnil Colluction, Housto n, Texas . 
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Now celebrating its 23nd anniversary. 
Women & Theil' Work presents over 50 
events a yem' in visual art, dance. theater. 
music, litei'ature. and film. The gallery 
features on-going exhibitions of Texas 
women artists and brings artists of national 
stature to Texas audiences. Since its found
ing, Women & Their Work has presented 
1.636 artists in 204 visual art exhibitions. 
100 music, dance. and theater events. 12 
film festivals. 19 literary readings, and 214 
workshops in programming that reflects the 
ethnic and cultural diversity of this I'egion. 
Nationally recognized. Women & Their 
Work has been t'eaturecl in Art in America, 
ArtForum and National Public Radio and 
was the first organization in Texas to 
receive a gi'ant in visual mt from the 
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National Endowment for the Arts. Women 
& Their Work reaches ovei' 5.000 school 
children and teachers each year through 
gallery tours. gallery talks with exhibiting 
artists. participatory workshops. in-school 
performances. dance master classes, and 
teacher workshops. 
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